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1.0 OBJECTIVE 

It is the purpose of the policy and procedures manual to provide assistance and direction to those who are 
responsible for the operating needs of minor hockey teams in the Martensville Minor Hockey Association (MMHA). 
This Policy Manual will also serve as a resource document for our athletes, coaches, volunteers, members and 
others in the community who have an interest in Minor Hockey and the Association. The duties and responsibilities 
of the elected executive and appointed board members are outlined in the MMHA Constitution and Bylaws, as well 
as in this manual. This Policy Manual is intended to be a living document and requires review and revision on a 
regular basis as the needs of the Association evolve. 

Any contradiction, dispute, or difference between the contents of this Policy Manual and the MMHA Constitution 
and Bylaws shall be resolved only by reference to the Constitution and Bylaws. 

2.0 REVISION PROCEDURES 

Any sections(s) of the Policy Manual can be revised, edited or deleted by simple majority vote of the Executive at 
any meeting of the Executive. There must be a notice of motion given 30 days prior to the vote. The notice of 
motion must be in writing with the proposed wording of the revised section. Any substantive change in the Policy 
Manual will be communicated to the membership by newsletter email and/or the MMHA Annual General Meeting. 

Any member wishing to initiate a revision of the Policy Manual may do so by providing a copy of the proposed 
revision to the President or Vice President of the Association. The recipient is obliged to present the revisions to 
the Executive by way of a notice of motion. The recipient is not obliged to support said motion. The member 
initiating the revision may request to make a presentation to the Executive in support of any motion. 

The Executive of the MMHA will meet from time to time for Policy Review and Strategic Planning Sessions. The 
intent of this or these meetings will be to review the Policy Manual with the intent of presenting any proposed 
changes at the MMHA Annual General Meeting (AGM). The most current version of the MMHA Policy Manual will 
be available on the MMHA website http://martensvillehockey.ca/. 

3.0 EXECUTIVE STRUCTURE 

The governance of the business affairs of Martensville Minor Hockey Association shall be carried out by the 
Executive Committee. The Executive Committee may be elected at the Annual General Meeting of the Association 
or appointed by the existing Executive Committee to fill a vacated or unfilled position.   

The term of the office for the President is two years with eligible candidates for the position required to be 
members of the Executive for the previous year. The term of office for all Executive positions are two years unless 
otherwise predetermined, and all members of the Association in good standing, are eligible for election. No more 
than 50% of the board positions should expire on any given year and the President and Vice President positions 
should not expire on the same year in any event. 

The Executive Committee shall consist of a maximum of Twelve (12) Directors of the corporation as follows:  

1) President  

2) Vice President  
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3) Secretary/Registrar 

4) Treasurer  

5)  AA Coordinator  

6)  Female Hockey Coordinator 

7)  Ice Scheduler  

8)  Referee Coordinator  

9) Lotteries Coordinator  

10) Coach Mentor/Player Development Coordinator (appointed by Executive) 

11) Equipment Coordinator 

12) Past President  

One Director may simultaneously hold two Administrative positions (e.g. Ice Scheduler and Secretary/Registrar) as 
deemed necessary by the current Executive Committee.  

Powers and Duties of the Executive Committee  

The Executive Committee shall have the power to administer all the affairs of the Corporation, to conduct its 
business and to authorize all expenditures and without limiting the generality of the foregoing shall have the 
powers: (a) to fill any vacancies that may happen; (b) to appoint the coaches, and all team officials for every team 
within the Association; (c) to conduct skills camps and evaluation competitions as it sees fit; (d) to register all 
teams and players; (e) to hear and rule on appeals; (f) to suspend any team, player, team official or game official 
for violation of any of the provisions in the Rules and Regulations or Special Rules and the lifting of any such 
suspension to any team, player, team official or game official; (g) to determine all questions arising from situations 
which are not otherwise specifically provided for; (h) to appoint committees as may be required to carry on the 
business of the Association; (i) to prescribe, consistent with these Bylaws the powers and duties of all persons set 
forth; (j) to pass all Rules and Regulations as required for the administration of the Association; and (k) to have the 
right to by a three-quarter (75%) vote of the Executive Committee, remove forthwith from office any member of 
the Executive Committee who has been remiss or neglectful of duty, or displayed conduct that impairs his or her 
usefulness as a member of the Executive Committee. In addition, any member of the Executive Committee who 
has missed three (3) consecutive meetings without just explanation to the President may also be subject to 
removal from his or her position under this point. 

Division Coordinators are to be appointed or elected at the Annual General Meeting each year. In the event of a 
vacancy where an election may not reasonably take place the Executive may appoint a good standing member of 
the association into the position until the next AGM.   

4.0 EXECUTIVE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  

Members of the Executive are encouraged to attend the following meetings:  

a) Saskatchewan Hockey Association (SHA) Annual General Meeting  

b) Saskatchewan AA Hockey League (SAAHL) Annual General Meeting  

c) Zone 5 Saskatchewan Hockey Association (SHA) Meetings 
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Attendance is mandatory for the annual SAAHL league scheduling meetings and a minimum of two representatives 
are required to attend. This may consist of 2 team representatives or 1 board member and 1 team representative. 
There is space for 2 members of the Executive to attend these meetings in order that all workshops and voting 
sessions may be attended. The exact number of attendees is to be determined by the number of votes the 
Association is eligible to cast, and the number of relevant workshops. This number may be exceeded should a 
member of this Association be the recipient of a SHA award.  

Executive members will be reimbursed for travel expenses including fuel, meals and parking expense. Every effort 
should be made to carpool to minimize expenses related to travel. 

Duties of the President 

The President shall provide the following duties to the membership of MMHA: 

 Overall direction of MMHA. 

 Supervision and direction of all Executive members, including standards of performance, sphere of 
control, and disciplinary action. 

 Oversees preparation of agenda by Secretary for Executive meetings. 

 Schedules and presides over and controls Executive meetings. 

 Oversees the preparation of annual budget and financial statements. 

 Maintains contacts with other hockey oriented regulatory and resource groups. 

 Serves as a member of coach selection, grievance and disciplinary committees. 

 Becomes past-president in an advisory capacity. 

 Signing authority. 

 Attends or appoints a designate to SMHA, SHA, league and other meetings. 

 Performs all required press releases through the media as required by the Executive. 

 Oversees the operations of all level teams and their Directors. 

Duties of the Vice President 

The Vice President shall provide the following duties to the membership of MMHA: 

 Runs meetings in the President’s absence. 

 Serves as an alternate in attendance at various hockey oriented regulatory, league and resource groups. 

 Oversees tiering/evaluations. 

 Serves on disciplinary committee. 

 Leads the review of Coaching evaluations and any follow up recommendations.  

 Reports to the President. 

Duties of the Past President 

 Acts as an advisor to the incoming or current President. 
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 Participates and helps coordinate tiering/evaluations. 

 May serve as a consultant to the disciplinary committee 

 Reports to the President. 

Duties of the Secretary 

 Records the minutes of all meetings and circulates them to all Executive members and to the MMHA file. 

 Maintains files with all previous pertinent data. 

 Attends all Executive meetings. 

 Has charge of all Executive records. 

 Maintains and updates the MMHA Hockey Policy Manual as required. 

 Performs such other duties as designated by the President. 

 Accept, record, and organize the registration of players. 

 Maintain a list of registered players and their parents or guardians. 

 Register teams and request provincial cards from the SHA. 

 Receive, enter in computer and keep files for all registration forms for the up-coming season. 

 Work with the Treasurer regarding fees paid and the director of lottery/Fundraising coordinator regarding 
fund raising. 

 Ensure all fees are paid including registration fees. 

 Organize open registration and late registration. 

 Obtain try out times from the Ice Scheduler. 

 Order Player Registration Certificates and Officials Registration Certificate from SHA. 

 Assist in facilitation of Coaching Clinics, Referee Clinics, CHSP Clinics, and Speakout Clinics as required. 

 Assist in facilitating Coaches meetings and Manager meetings. 

 Obtain lists of all coaches and on-ice volunteers from the Coordinators. All volunteers must be entered in 
the computer and issued a mutual aid number. 

 Obtain team lists from Coordinators. Enter teams in computer and give copies of the team lists to 
Coordinators and team managers. 

 Ensure Players are registered with Hockey Canada BEFORE league play begins. 

 Reports to the President. 

Duties of the Treasurer 

 With registrar, organize cheques to be ready for deposit. 

 Deposit cheques and cash as soon as possible after being received. Reconcile final registration figures with 
funds deposited. 

 Record and monitor all NSF cheques and provide information to Registrar for follow up. Prepare and 
record all registration refunds. 
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 Manage bank accounts with current financial institutions. Deposit funds upon receipt. 

 Pay bills within credit terms given maintain the current accounting software. 

 Work in conjunction with the Association's accountant and Book keeper on year-end financial statement. 
Provide Profit & Loss statements to the MMHA Executive at monthly Board meetings. Provide financial 
information to membership upon request. 

 Provide suggestions to Executive on MMHA financial matters associated with the current budget and 
comparisons to budget. 

 Participate in the preparation of the MMHA yearly budget and make recommendations to Executive. 
Prepare invoices to all parties owing funds to MMHA. 

 Record and monitor all user pay ice and related payments. 

 Serve on the coaching evaluation review committee.  

Duties of the Scheduler 

 Provide schedule for all teams for league and practice times schedules allocated by MMHA. 

 Provide schedule for tiering and tryout schedules. 

 Coordinate a schedule with rink times so, all teams can receive ice allocation to the best of the ice 
availability. 

 Coordinate with leagues and provide home ice slots (SMHA, Centre Four, SBAAHL) for scheduling of 
league games and playoff games  

 Obtain knowledge of league timing of upcoming new schedules (league games, playoff and SHA 
Provincials) and work closely with other schedulers to coordinate these (practice schedules wait and are 
dependent on games). 

 Allow flexibility within schedule during playoff and provincial time to accommodate games and make 
required changes to schedule when games are time sensitive. 

 Assist managers in game changes in league play when no solution seems possible. 

 Work with other executive to assist with website and coordination of overlapping duties. 

 Provide updates and work with City of Martensville and other rinks for ice booked by MMHA. 

 Try to acquire enough consistent ice prior to season to maintain the practice schedule. 

 Attend annual joint meeting with City of Martensville, Figure Skating Club and MMHA in regards to 
sharing of the ice and schedules for upcoming year. 

Lottery / Fundraising Coordinator 

 Apply for Gaming Licenses as required. 

 Provide necessary financial information to Gaming Commission. 

 Ensure appropriate Gaming Licenses have been obtained prior to the conduct of all Gaming events. 

 Purchase prizes for the annual lottery in accordance with board prescribed budget. 

 Oversee and coordinate the printing, recording, distribution and collection of ALL lottery tickets. 
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 Maintain detailed records of every printed ticket to be recorded and reported to Sask Liquor and Gaming. 

Duties of the Equipment Manager 

 The Equipment Manager is responsible for submitting a budget to the Executive, and keeping within the 
budgetary limits. If costs are greater, he/she must bring a motion to the floor to increase his budget. 

 The Equipment Manager must make sure insurance coverage is applied on all equipment stored in the 
lockers in the summer months. He/she must record all equipment going out and the players, name, 
address, and phone number. 

 The Equipment Manager is responsible for purchasing pucks, jerseys where needed, and goalie gear. 

 It is recommended that the Equipment Manager use local merchants wherever possible. However, on 
high end products he/she should ask for tenders. 

 The Equipment Manager is responsible for the distribution and collection of all jerseys, first aid kits, pucks, 
and goalie gear and maintaining a ledger of all equipment. 

Duties of the Referee Coordinator 

 Co-ordinate with SHA for Referee clinic 

 Verify all officials working for MMHA are registered 

 Assign officials to all MMHA games playing in Martensville 

 Twice monthly generate report for Treasurer to pay officials for games worked 

 Member of the coach selection committee 

 Field and report to executive all problems and concerns regarding officials 

Duties of the AA Coordinator 

 Aid in registration for AA camps. 

 Establish groupings and coordinate/organize the AA tryout process for applicable divisions. 

 Act as the primary point of contact for and to our AA Coaches and Managers. 

 Attend GSHL and Centre 4 League meetings with the Association President, Vice President, AA coaches or 
AA managers. 

 Member of the Coach selection committee. 

 Gather and present coach applications and arrange interviews as required. 

Duties of the Coach Mentor 

 Attend executive board meetings. 

 Facilitate the collection and organization of coaching applications. 

 Chair the coach selection committee meetings. 

 Conduct interviews jointly with applicants as needed. 

 Compile coach feedback and provide same to coaches. 
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 Attend practices and/or games of each coach within the association and provide direction and feedback 
as applicable. 

 Coordinate and oversee coach development activities, seminars, classes etc. as they may be established. 

Duties of the Female Hockey Coordinator 

 Attend executive board meetings. 

 Promote the growth of Female only hockey in Martensville and area. 

 Work with nearby Associations to ensure a continued regional focus on growing the female game. 

Duties of the Division Coordinator  

 Recruit and organize volunteers to assist in the evaluation procedures, meet with the volunteers to assign 
tasks as needed. 

 Oversee the player evaluation/selection process, team composition. Forward team rosters along with 
volunteer information to the registrar. 

 Assists in coordinating the distribution and collection of equipment and jerseys to the coaches. 

 Is the first point of contact to deal with concerns of parents and/or players not handled by the coach of 
the respective team. 

 Ensure that the division's concerns are brought to the attention of the Executive. 

 Represent the interests of the Divisions at Executive meetings ensure coaches enforce codes of conduct. 

 Distribute and collect the following forms: 

 Criminal Record check application forms. 

 Obtain team list along with all coaches and officials and pass on to registrar. 

Other Responsibilities of Executive Members 

Conduct Committee (President, Vice President, one other executive member) 

Where the Code of Conduct is perceived to have been contravened, the Conduct Committee shall: 

 Ensure that all parties are familiar with, and understand their responsibilities under The Code of Conduct. 

 Make recommendations to the parties regarding the appropriate dispute resolution process. 

 Convene a Conduct Committee to address formal complaints. 

 Oversee the appointment of a Conduct Committee panel to hear formal complaints. 

 Provide recommendations with regard to discipline issues to the Executive. 
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MMHA Annual General Meeting 

Any member of the MMHA, regardless of the number, may attend this annual meeting held each year. The 
maximum number of attendees is encouraged, in order to make more members aware of the workings of our 
Association.  This meeting is to be held within 15 months of the previous Annual General Meeting and the date 
announced at least 15 days in advance of the meeting date. 
The Executive will establish the Agenda for the Meeting.   
While typically held in-person, this Annual General Meeting may be held via virtual platform in situations where an 

in-person format is deemed unsafe or is otherwise restricted.  The decision to hold as an in-person or virtual 

meeting is at the sole discretion of the Executive.  

Policy Review and Strategic Planning Session 

This meeting is attended only by members of the Executive Committee. This meeting deals with the organization of 

the upcoming season and the review and revision of the Policy Manual to be presented at the MMHA Annual 

General Meeting. 

 
Executive Meetings 

These meetings are attended by members of the Executive, Officials, and Staff, and are open to all members of the 
Association. For the purposes of protecting privacy of its’ Members, public attendees may be asked to leave the 
Meeting while these sensitive discussions occur.  These meetings are held as required throughout the playing 
season to deal with association business. Other meetings are called as necessary. Presentations are welcome by 
appointment.   
These meetings are conducted in-person, virtually or by teleconference.   

Coaches, Team Parents & Managers Meetings 

These meetings are usually held in early October once the teams are formed. It is mandatory that all teams within 
MMHA have representatives in attendance. The meeting will go over the Association philosophy and operational 
guidelines for the teams. Required materials will be handed out at that time. 

At the beginning of the hockey season, copies of the CODE OF CONDUCT for Parents, Players and Team Officials 
shall be reviewed and received by each member of the team. The team manager is expected to have each player, 
coach and family sign off on the respective code of conduct. These records shall be kept for the duration of the 
season by the team official and those records may be requested for review by the Executive for the purposes of 
discipline or investigation of complaints 

Tournament Committee Meetings 

Shall be held as determined by the various tournament committees. 

Staff Responsibilities 

Volunteers of MMHA, who may have the occasion to have unsupervised contact with the players of the 
Association, will have Criminal Records check completed, or renewed every year, by the RCMP.  
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5.0 REGISTRATION 

MMHA will make all reasonable efforts to ensure all players within the Martensville Minor Hockey drawing area 
wishing to register and play hockey in Martensville shall be permitted to do so. No player shall be allowed on the 
ice until she/he is registered with the Association, proper documentation is completed, and Mutual Aid and 
Hockey Canada Insurance forms submitted to SMHA. Completion and submission of these forms may require forty-
eight (48) hours. 

Registration shall be based on: 

Team size shall be based on registration numbers. The Association will endeavor to have a maximum of seventeen 
(17) players on each team including maximum two (2) full time goalies. 

Association Fees 

Registration fees shall be determined each year by the Executive and may be paid by an approved method in the 
amounts and dates as set out by the Executive. There are no discounts for AA tryout or AA carding fees. 

Refund Policy 

No refund will be issued for withdrawal of a player from the hockey program without sufficient reasoning. The 
MMHA refund policy will apply in instances where a player is unable to complete their season for one of the 
following reasons: 

1. Injury as a result of hockey. 

2. Relocation of the player’s primary residence that would impede their ability to continue to play under MMHA. 

The following deductions will apply to the refund provided based on the prescribed timelines: 

1. If circumstance or injury occurs following the start of conditioning $60 deduction  

2. If circumstance or injury occurs following commencement of tiering sessions $125 deduction 

3. If circumstance or injury occurs between commencement of tiering and October 31 40% refund 

4. If circumstance or injury occurs between October 31 and November 30 20% refund 

5. If circumstance or injury occurs following November 30 NO REFUND 

A refund will be issued after March 31 following completion of the hockey season in which the injury or withdrawal 
occurred. It is at the board’s sole discretion to provide payment at an earlier date. The legal parent or guardian 
must make an application stating the reason for withdrawal to either the Division Coordinator, President or 
Registrar. 

*** In the event of injury, the application must be accompanied by a note/letter from a medical doctor identifying 
the injury and a projected date whereby the player may resume sports activities. In addition to that, a letter or 
email from the coach or manager of the player’s team is required containing the following information: 

 Details of the injury, (body part affected). 

 How the injury occurred. 
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 Date and location where the injury occurred (what rink?). 

 Confirmation that the player is unable to resume play prior to completion of the season. 

Please note that requests for refunds WILL NOT be accepted after MARCH 15th of the hockey season in which the 
withdrawal/injury occurred. 

Registration Package 

A registration form for all current members of the Association shall be available on the MMHA Goalline website. 
The form shall contain: 

1. Player registration form. 

2. Brochures or handouts as approved by the Executive Council. 

The fee for this shall be determined and paid in full at time of registration or in prescribed installments as set out 
by MMHA Executive. 

Registration Deadline 

The registration deadline shall be set by the Executive each year. 

Waiting List  

A waiting list of prospective players may at the sole discretion of the Executive be maintained each year. The 
names shall be recorded by date and time, as they are received, for the various age groups. Players shall be taken 
from the list in the order in which they are received. Names may only be bypassed: 

 If the prospective player indicates that he/she does not wish to play in the current season. 

 Players offered a position in midseason have the option to decline and wait until the next season. These 
players shall maintain their position on the waiting list. 

 Players offered a position at any time prior to October 1st and decline or fail to attend their assigned 
registration date will be removed from the waiting list. 

 This does not apply to five (5) year old players. 

 If there are sufficient goaltenders, presently registered in a division, to allow two (2) per team no new 
goaltenders shall be registered. The goaltender has the option of registering as a skater if there is room 
and playing out. If this option is taken he/she shall not be allowed to play in goal unless a vacancy should 
occur. The goaltender may be allowed the option of registering on a higher division recreation team only 
if there are insufficient goaltenders in that division to allow two per team. 

 Playing abilities of players shall have no bearing on their placement on the list. 

 Players may be taken from the waiting list until October 15th of each year if a vacancy occurs in a team 
roster, which puts it below the minimum. 

 Players may be taken from the waiting list after October 15th at the discretion of the Division Manager. 

 Registration of players transferring in from another Association, with previous hockey experience, will be 
allowed in dependent on availability of room in the age division up to February 5. As well as teams willing 
to take another player and if in compliance with SMHA, SHA and Hockey Canada rules. 
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Cancellation of Registration 

There are occasions throughout the season in which a player does not show up for practices/games or may quit in 
midseason. The following will apply: 

 If the player fails to attend practices or games over a fourteen day period the parents are to be contacted 
by the Coach. If the Coach is unable to contact the parents or the player, the name of the player will be 
given to the Coordinator. The Coordinator will then make all reasonable efforts to contact the player or 
parents. If he/she is unsuccessful then a registered letter shall be sent by the Secretary, to the player, to 
contact the Coordinator. If no reply is received within ten (10) days, the player's registration shall be 
cancelled. If the player or her/his parents fail to provide a legitimate excuse for his/her absence their 
registration will be refunded and if the player chooses his/her name placed on the waiting list for the 
following season. 

Players or their parents choosing to cancel the registration shall be reimbursed their fees in accordance with the 
Association refund policy. 

No release will be granted from MMHA to any player with outstanding financial obligations to the Association and 
until all equipment on loan to the player or his family is returned. 

Player Evaluations/Tiering 

Every effort shall be made on the part of the Executive to award every player within the Association an unbiased 
and equal opportunity to be evaluated.  

 The Executive will acquire the assistance of persons from outside of the association to conduct the player 
evaluations. Each evaluator will be provided with numbered evaluation forms identify the players. 
Anonymity is key in ensuring a fair assessment.  

 The evaluators are to be inaccessible to the public for the duration of the evaluations. Anyone found to be 
tampering with the results of the evaluations may be subject to disciplinary action by the MMHA 
Executive.  

 The decision of the evaluators is considered final. Any review of player evaluations and subsequent 
placement is at the sole discretion of the MMHA Executive.  

 Concerns are to be brought to the attention of the Division Coordinator first whom will forward as 
necessary to the Vice President.  

 Every effort is to be made to make the tiering / evaluation criteria available to the players. 

 Evaluator’s comments and scores can be made available to the parents of the player upon request. No 
other player rankings will be shared for any reason. 

In all cases a 24 hour waiting period is in effect. Individuals must wait a full 24 hours after the completion of tiering 
weekend before attempting to contact their respective Division Coordinator with concerns.  
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GOALTENDERS  

INITIATION 

No player shall dress as a goalie for the purpose of a game in IP. 

NOVICE  

1. No one player is allowed to play as a goalie more than 50% of the season. 

2. At no time should two goalies be dressed at the same time. 

ATOM  

Players are expected to choose as to whether they are going to play as a goaltender or a skater.  

As an exception, in instances where the number of registered goalies provides for 3 or more goalies per team, 1 
goalie/player may choose to play as a skater during games and practices where they are not dressed as a goalie or 
backup in the rotation. 

1. During league play, if two goalies are dressed, they are required to each play approximately half the game or 
alternate games at the coach’s discretion. 

2. During tournament play and exhibition games, it is the coaches discretion to either alternate goalies during 
games or rotate between one goalie playing the entire game and then the next game the other goalie playing 
the entire game (however, in this scenario it would still be the expectation that both goalies would play close 
to equal time over the duration of that tournament)  

PEEWEE/BANTAM/MIDGET  

1. Players will be expected to choose as to whether they are going to play as a goaltender or a skater 

2. In cases of emergency when no goaltender is available and the affiliated player is unavailable, a skater off that 
team may be required to dress as a goaltender  

Injured players 

A player may be injured during the course of the season and unable to return for the balance of that season. In this 
case the parents may request a refund of their fees in accordance with the Association refund policy. The injured 
player will not have his/her registration affected for the following season and her/his registration will be accepted 
as if he/she completed the season. 

Provincials 

It is the intention of MMHA to have a MMHA team represent our association in the respective division of Provincial 
Playoffs. In the event of MMHA having 2 or more teams in a respective division, a separate tryout will be 
conducted as arranged by the Provincial Coach (as selected in accordance with the MMHA coach selection 
procedure) to establish 1 team to represent our association in that division. Requests for exceptions to this policy 
must be made in writing to the Division Coordinator a minimum of 2 weeks prior to the provincial registration 
deadline date. Requests will be heard and may be granted at the sole discretion of MMHA Executive.  
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Teams playing in divisions where a Provincial Playoff Tournament is not offered may not enter in any other 
division.  

6.0 FINANCIAL 

Team Fundraising 

A members registration fees cover Association assigned ice times, referee fees, approved training, jerseys and 
equipment. Any additional activities are funded solely by the team. The Association will arrange a sanctioned 
fundraising lottery on an annual basis. Each player is required to pay the fundraising fee up front and may sell 
MMHA lottery tickets as allocated to them by MMHA to recover funds. The team has the right to exclude 
players/parents that have not participated in team fundraising or paid team assessments from any activity not paid 
for by association registration fees. 

“Team fees” collected from parents in lieu of fundraising events shall be determined by a 75% majority vote of the 
player's parents. Parents who choose not to participate in fundraising events shall be allowed the option of paying 
their share by donation. This assessed fee shall be no higher than average amount between the bottom and top 
amounts raised by the other parents. No team shall solicit money, ask for donations or ask for merchandise from 
current sponsors of MMHA. No teams or persons associated to any team shall solicit funds on behalf of their team 
by indicating that they are doing so on behalf of MMHA. 

Teams are not required to notify the Executive when conducting team fundraisers; the team is solely responsible 
for the purchase, sales and payment for these items. The Association accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any 
lack of payment which is the sole responsibility of the team. Fundraising events may be subject to the approval of 
the Executive.  

N.S.F. Cheques 

Parents or players writing a N.S.F. cheque to the association will be contacted by phone by the Treasurer and given 
2 days in which to make good the cheque. If not taken care of within that time the player’s registration may be 
cancelled. A service charge of twenty five dollars ($25.00) will be charged. 

Team Accounts 

Individual association teams shall open a team account only at a chartered bank or credit union. 

There shall be two signatories on the team account. These shall be: 

 The Manager plus a Treasurer or, 

 One of the above plus one other designated parent. 

The two signatories on the account shall NOT be related in any manner nor shall they reside in the same residence. 

The Coach shall NOT deal with the team funds or have sole signing authority for them. Team funds are the 
property of the player's parents and as such should any parent, at any time, wish to know the status or balance of 
the team account it shall be supplied without question. 

It is strongly recommended that the team account statement be given to or read out at monthly parent meetings. 
Where possible the amount of money raised by each family should be recorded separately. If a player is moved 
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from one team to another during the season, any funds raised or paid by that player or his parents must be pro-
rated and transferred to the new team or, upon leaving the Association, returned to them. Any equipment, ice 
time, tournament, clothing or fundraising items purchased by a team shall be the responsibility of the team for 
payment and MMHA accepts no responsibility for nonpayment of these bills. 

Should any money be left in the team account at the end of the playing season, it should be dispersed equitably 
amongst the team families or it shall be donated to MMHA. Any refunds to the team should not be greater than 
the original team startup fee taken at the beginning of the year. In the event no team fees were paid by parents of 
the players on that team, NO money shall be shared amongst those parents. In such a case, the funds should be 
donated to a charity of the teams choosing.  

7.0 COMMUNICATION 

Website 

MMHA has a website on the Internet located at http://martensvillehockey.ca/ 

Mail 

The Secretary or Administrator shall be responsible for the picking up of the mail at the Association Mail Box and 
distributing it as required. The current mailing address of the Association is:  

P.O. Box 909 
Martensville, SK  S0K 2T0. 

The President shall be made aware of ALL correspondence coming into and leaving the association. 

Media 

The President shall be responsible for all news releases from the association with the exception of individual game 
and tournament reports. All comments with regards to the Association and any interaction with the news media 
concerning any business with the Association should be referred to the President, or their designate, for comment. 

Letterhead 

Blank Association letterhead will not be given out to anyone other than the President. Any Executive member 
requesting a letter to be sent on MMHA letterhead will contact the Secretary. All correspondence coming into or 
leaving the Association shall be held by the Association Secretary and/or the President. MMHA letterhead shall not 
be photocopied by anyone or used for any purpose without the written permission of the President and/or the 
Executive. Association Letterhead may be used to solicit funds for Association purposes or events. Letterhead shall 
not be used by any team or individual to solicit funds for their own purposes. 

Apparel 

The MMHA Logo (Crest) is the sole property of the Association. The Logo (Crest) can only be used by members of 
the Executive in the course of carrying out Association business. No other parties will be permitted to use the 
MMHA Logo (Crest) for any purpose without the written consent of the Executive. The majority of the Executive 
must agree before this consent can be granted. All teams shall conform to the Association Apparel Program. 
Contact the MMHA Equipment Manager for specifics. 

http://martensvillehockey.ca/
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Unauthorized use of the MMHA logo on non-approved apparel or equipment may result in written warnings, 
suspensions of team officials and/or fines to the team. The amount of the fine may include seizure of the 
unapproved items and/or monetary fines up to $500. Suspension and fines of team officials are at the discretion of 
the discipline committee.  

Facilities Damage 

Any damage to any facility is to be reported to the arena attendant and not to be repaired by the team officials 
due to possible legal ramifications. Example: During the course of a game, a pane of Plexiglas around the rink is 
broken. Do not replace it or remove another pane from somewhere else. Only arena staff is to alter or repair 
anything in the arena. Coaches, Referees, team officials or any member of MMHA shall immediately report 
anything to the arena attendant and the Association Risk Manager that they feel is unsafe which could place any 
person whether from this Association or not into risk. 

Equipment 

Coaches and team officials shall ensure that all protective equipment is worn by the players whether in a game or 
a practice. Hockey Canada approved neck guards are to be worn at all times whether in a game or in a practice. 
Any player not wearing this protective equipment is to be sent back to retrieve same and shall not be allowed on 
the bench or ice surface without it. 

Helmets must be worn at all times by players while on the bench or on the ice surface. All helmets are to have a 
clearly visible CSA sticker affixed to it. Approved mouth guards recommended to be worn by all players but are not 
“required”. The player shall leave the bench area to complete any repairs that must be done and go to where the 
player is protected from being hit with a puck, stick or any other object. 

All Coaches and team officials who are on the ice during practices shall wear a proper CSA approved hockey 
helmet.   

Medical Information 

All teams must maintain medical information with contact numbers and medical problems listed in the event a 
parent is not immediately available. This medical information form is available from the Hockey Canada Safety 
Program manual, which is supplied to the team's designated HCSP person. Team officials are reminded that this 
medical information is confidential and should not be released to anyone other than medical staff. This medical 
information should be kept on the bench at all times. A photocopy should be kept of each form in the event it has 
to be sent with the player to the hospital in the event of an injury. 

Medical Conditions 

Players who have medical conditions that the coach or Executive Committee members feel may be unsafe shall be 
asked for clearance from their doctor to play. The official or player shall not be allowed on the ice until this 
clearance, in writing, is obtained. This applies to all injuries including suspected concussions. 

First Aid Kit 

A first aid kit is required by each team for their use and kept on the bench during practices and games. The team is 
responsible to maintain the kit and the cost of replacement of any of the used items. 

Ice Schedule and Changes 
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The ice schedule will be updated from time to time as information and times are established in consult with the 
respective leagues MMHA is associated with. Teams are expected to attend all allocated ice times for games and 
practices.  

Ice time changes required by the team must be submitted in writing (email/text) to the MMHA Scheduler no less 
than 21 days prior to the date. Failure to do so may result in the team being charged for the ice time if it cannot be 
allocated to another team and/or the missed ice time will may be deducted from the team’s season allocation. It is 
understood that there may be reasons for missing an allocated ice time that preclude the team from attending and 
providing sufficient lead time such as inclement weather. Waiver of the penalties is at the full and exclusive 
discretion of the MMHA Executive.  

For games, please abide by the ice time change requirements relevant to the league the respective team is 
participating in (i.e.: SMHA, Centre Four). Failure to do so may result in penalties and charges in accordance with 
the league policy. It is the coaches and managers responsibility to know these requirements. 

8.0 INJURED PLAYER PROCEDURES AND INFORMATION  

Coaches must inform parents and players that there are inherent risks of injury for players and there is a remote 
possibility of an accidental catastrophic injury for hockey participants. If there is any question of a neck or back 
injury, to any player, they are NOT to be moved. If a player is hurt and complains that his/her back or neck are 
painful and they feel any buzzing or tingling in their neck, back, arms or legs they are not to be moved. A potential 
serious injury may occur as a result of a check from behind (C.F.B.) and just as our player would not like to be hit 
from behind we must do all in our power to educate our players not to do this to another player. This type of check 
should not be tolerated by members and players of this Association.  

 Any player suffering an injury, which results in a stoppage of play, but is not serious shall be removed 
from the ice when safe and shall not be allowed to return until she/he has sat out a minimum of one 
complete rotation of line changes.  

 Any player who had been knocked unconscious, or had blacked out, no matter how long the duration shall 
not be allowed to continue play in that game nor shall he/she be allowed to return to hockey until he/she 
is examined and cleared by a Medical Doctor.  

 Any player taken from the ice by ambulance or any player who suffers from a non-hockey injury or was 
injured in any manner that he could not play hockey shall not return to playing without a medical 
clearance from his/her Medical Doctor allowing their participation. 

Reporting of Injuries 

Injuries must be reported immediately to the Division Manager, Registrar and the Association Risk Manager. 
Hockey Canada Injury Report forms should be completed by the injured players at all times. These can be 
downloaded from the SHA website or form your respective Division Manager. There is a time limit on these forms 
to be sent in to SHA so they should be completed as soon as possible after the injury. 

Once completed the Registrar will keep a copy for association files and the original form shall be immediately 
forwarded to SASK Hockey. 

Purpose: 
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The program is administered by the Sask Amateur Hockey Association to provide assistance to players, referees 
and team officials who are injured during authorized hockey activities. 

Who is covered? 

All registered players, carded Referees, Head Coaches, Assistant Coaches who have been placed on team rosters 
and any other team officials who have requested insurance coverage through their Division Manager. MMHA will 
pay for coverage for up to three (3) team officials. Coverage for additional team officials is available for an 
additional fee. 

What expenses are covered? 

Medical and dental expenses not covered by the Provincial Medical Plan or by private dental and extended health 
plans are covered. Replacement of hockey equipment damaged during removal in order to provide medical aid 
may be covered. 

When a claim should be submitted: 

Any Hockey related injury that required medical attention should be reported even if there are no immediate out 
of pocket expenses incurred. The Hockey Canada Injury Report form must be received by SHA within 90 days of 
the injury but the claim may remain open for up to 3 years. An additional form completed by the Doctor is 
required in order to have the claim remain open longer. 

http://members.hockeycanada.ca/downloads/insurance/English%20Injury%20Reports/InjuryReport_Sask.pdf 

If you have any questions relating to the claim forms or procedures contact the Registrar of MMHA. 

Claims Procedures: 

Ask your coach or manager to obtain a Hockey Canada Injury Report form. These can be obtained from your 
Division Manager or downloaded from the SHA web site. Fill out the form and have it signed by the attending 
physician/dentist or your own physician/dentist. Do not submit receipts at this time. Place the completed claim 
form in an envelope addressed to the MMHA Registrar and ask your coach or team manager to deliver the 
completed forms to: 

SASKATCHEWAN HOCKEY ASSOCIATION 
#2–575 Park Street 
Regina, SK  S4N 5B2 

Pay any bills as you receive them. Make photocopies of the receipts for any payments you have made.  

SHA will issue any payments directly to you. 

9.0 PLAYER ACCELERATION 

The primary objective of this policy is to provide the opportunity for player development for exceptional players 
that otherwise would not develop or be challenged in their related age division. As such it is meant to be provided 
as an exception and not the rule. 

http://members.hockeycanada.ca/downloads/insurance/English%20Injury%20Reports/InjuryReport_Sask.pdf
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IP to Novice – not permitted, although IP players may affiliate with Novice teams in accordance with MMHA’s 
player affiliation guidelines. 

Novice to Atom – not permitted, although Novice players may affiliate with Atom teams in accordance with 
MMHA’s player affiliation guidelines. 

Atom to PeeWee (AA only) – players may advance in accordance with the below criteria. 

PeeWee to Bantam (AA Only) – players may advance in accordance with the below criteria. 

Bantam to Midget (AA only) – players may advance in accordance with the below criteria 

The following criteria are required to be met in order for the acceleration to be considered. Meeting the criteria 
set out below does not automatically guarantee approval of the player movement. 

a) The underage player must be no more than 1 year younger than the age division they are applying to 
participate in.  

b) They must commit to remaining within MMHA in their respective age group for the season should either 
their application be declined or they ultimately not meet the requirements if approved to attend the AA 
camp. 

c) A formal request by letter is to be submitted to the MMHA AA Coordinator no later than 1 month prior to 
the start of AA camp outlining the rationale for being considered, along with; 

i. A supporting letter from the incumbent AA coach 

ii. A supporting letter from the player’s previous coach supporting the request unless that previous 
coach is a relation of the player. In this case the additional supporting letter must come from an 
independent third party (i.e.: coach or manager from past opposing teams, league executive etc.) 

d) Should the player be approved to participate in the AA camp, in order for them to be selected to the team 
they must be considered to be a top line forward, a top pairing defensive player or the top goaltender at 
the camp. A letter from the incumbent coach (signed by the individuals whom aided in evaluation of the 
player) is to be provided to the AA Coordinator for consideration by the board stating the request to add 
the player to the roster 

10.0 PLAYER AFFILIATION 

With MMHA’s focus on player development across our organization, coaches are encouraged to maximize use of 
Affiliate Players (A/P) whenever possible. This includes use of players in games, tournaments and inclusion of 
Affiliates whenever possible during practice times. Every effort should be made by the head coach and/or manager 
of the team to ice 3 full forward lines and a minimum of 2 defensive pairs along with two goalies.  

Cooperation among coaches is paramount to the success of our hockey program and in particular the use of A/P’s.  

Prior to discussing the affiliation of a player to a team with that player or their parents, coaches are encouraged to 
speak to the players regular coach as well as the other coaches that will be looking at the division the player is in 
for affiliates. It is not intended to be a race to sign affiliates. Instead of loading up on the highest skilled players 
within an affiliated division on one team, coaches are encouraged to split the kids as evenly as possible if more 
than 1 team is involved.  
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Before any A/P plays with the team, the appropriate SHA Player Affiliate form must be completed, signed and 
submitted. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action on the offending coach and/or team manager. At all 
times, a player may only be affiliated with one team. A team shall not list any more players and affiliated players 
on a game sheet than the number of players listed on the registration sheet filed with the SHA with copies sent to 
SMHA.  

 EXCEPTION (1):  If a Tier 2 or Tier 3 team has only one goaltender registered, it may dress an affiliated 
goaltender who will play only if the registered goaltender is sick, injured or suspended.  

 EXCEPTION (2): Teams with less than 15 skaters may dress enough affiliates for all games to have 15 
skaters on their roster. Affiliates are still subject to all clauses under Regulation X. 

It is the expectation of MMHA that the player’s coach be notified and consent received prior to that player being 
used in each game.  Coaches should support the affiliation program and not unreasonably withhold players from 
playing with their affiliated team. 
Players are required to be in good standing with their team and regularly attending practices and games in order to 
be considered available to play with their affiliate team  

As we are under an inter-lock agreement with Saskatoon Minor Hockey, we are held to their bylaws surrounding 
the use and signing of affiliate players. See http://saskatoon.goalline.ca/ for rules and regulations around affiliation 
of players. It can be found as regulation X in the rules and regulations.  

Coach Selection 

AA – PeeWee, Bantam and Midget: 

The MMHA Executive will post the Head Coach positions each year that the respective coaches’ term expires. 

Applications are to be submitted to the AA Coordinator whom will work with the President and/or Vice President 

and Coach Mentor (if applicable) to arrange for in person interviews and ultimately make a recommendation to 

the MMHA Executive on whom should be awarded the position based on qualifications, alignment of vision with 

that of MMHA, references and resume. Preference of MMHA is to appoint non-parent coaches whenever possible. 

In saying this, it is understood that ultimately the best overall candidate will be awarded the position.  

AA Head Coach term may be 1-2 years in length at the discretion of MMHA but no term shall exceed 2 years. Upon 

expiration it is expected that the incumbent coach would indicate their desire to be considered again for an 

additional term. An updated application may be requested at that time to be considered in conjunction with any 

other applications received. MMHA Executive holds the right to remove the coach prior to expiration of their term 

in the event that the coach is not upholding the code of conduct of MMHA, criminal charges or other situations 

that do not align with MMHA’s vision and values.  

A, B and C – Initiation, Novice, Atom, PeeWee, Bantam, Midget: 

The MMHA will call for applications for the Head coach positions for the teams in each division and will accept 

applications accordingly. Applications are to be forwarded to the Coach Mentor prior to commencement of the 

tiering / evaluations. The MMHA coach selection committee will meet to review applications and will make 

recommendations regarding Head Coach Appointment. These recommendations are to be ratified by a vote of the 

http://saskatoon.goalline.ca/
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MMHA Executive based on their resume, previous feedback if they have coached before and vision / coach 

philosophy.  

Duties of the Head Coach 

The Head Coach shall provide the following duties to his/her team: 

 Serve as an official spokesperson on behalf of the team. 

 Coordinate the delegation of responsibilities to the Assistant Coaches and Manager. 

 Plan on-ice and off-ice team activities in consultation with the Assistant Coaches. 

 Plan, implement, and control pre-game preparation and communication with the team. 

 Design the practice plans in consultation with the Assistant Coaches. Every effort should be made to 
adhere to the skills and tactics progression as laid out in the Hockey Canada coaching materials. While it is 
acknowledged that coaches may wish to utilize drills not specifically outlined in those materials, the 
allotment of time spent on individual skills, team tactics and strategy should be followed. 

 Coach the Team in games and practices. 

 Establish rules for the team and oversee the supervision of the players. 

 Coordinate the implementation of the on-ice curriculum as outlined. 

 Report to the Association through the Division Coordinator or designate. 

 Ensure that all required coaching certifications are obtained on or before the prescribed deadline date.  

Qualifications: 

 Strong hockey background in playing, coaching and evaluating. 

 Strong interest and commitment to child/athlete development. 

 Ability to work with fellow coaching personnel. 

 Ability to communicate on-ice and off-ice requirements to players and parents. 

 Certified at the level indicated by Hockey Canada and MMHA policy. 

 Speakout certification. 

 Submit coach application with RCMP background check. 

Selection: 

Appointed via application and subsequent recommendation by the Coach Selection 
Committee and ratified by MMHA Executive. 

Duties of the Assistant Coach 

The Assistant Coach shall provide the following duties to his/her team: 

 Assist with player evaluation and the player selection process. 
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 Assist with planning, organizing and conducting practices. 

 Assist with pre-game preparation. 

 Assist with the operation of the team during the game. 

 Assist with post game evaluation. 

 Assist with scouting and evaluation of opponents. 

 Assist with the supervision of players, both on and off the ice. 

 Assist with the formulation of the overall game plan, as well as the game to game adjustments. 

 Submit a year end evaluation report to the Team Head Coach containing observations on player 
performance, team performance and general recommendations of the program. 

 Reports to the Team Head Coach. 

 Take over coaching duties and role of Head coach in their absence. 

Qualifications: 

 Strong hockey background in playing, coaching and evaluation. 

 Strong interest and commitment to child/athlete development. 

 Ability to work with fellow coaching personnel. 

 Ability to communicate on-ice and off-ice requirements to players and parents. 

 Availability as to time requirements. 

 Certified at the level indicated by SHA and MMHA policy. 

 Speakout certification. 

 Submit coach application with RCMP background check. 

Selection: 

Appointed by the team Head Coach and ratified by the MMHA Executive. 

Duties of the Team Manager 

 Act on direction of the Team Head Coach and report directly to the Team Head Coach. 

 Develop an operating budget for the team. 

 Submit a financial summary of the team. 

 Coordinate travel, accommodation, meals and facility rental for the team. 

 Assist with team communication regarding events. 

 Obtain necessary equipment and supplies for the team. 

 Coordinate team financial matters including player fees, sponsorship, advertising, grants, etc. 

 Submit financial statements at the end of the season. 
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 Submit a year end evaluation report containing observations on team performance and recommendations 
on the program. 

 Generate a team address list and circulate. 

 Attend scheduled meetings and produce a team schedule in conjunction with the coaching staff. 

 Coordinate all pre and post-game paperwork and distribute to appropriate parties (i.e. Game sheets). 

 Arrange for off-ice officials. 

 Communicate with media/Association on the team results. 

 Serve as Risk Management liaison for the team. This includes the reporting of injuries and return to play 
guidelines in conjunction with the team trainer. 

Qualifications 

 Strong hockey administrative background preferred. 

 Strong interest and commitment to child/athlete development. 

 Ability to communicate with team staff, parents, players and Association Executive. 

 Conversant on rules and regulations. 

 Speakout certification. 

Selection 

 Appointed by the Team Head Coach and ratified by the MMHA Executive. 

11.0 TEAM MANAGEMENT 

Each team within the Association must fill the following positions with the team: 

 Head Coach 

 Assistant Coach(es) 

 Manager 

 Safety Person (HCSP) 

 Tournament Committee Representative 

Only players and coaches rostered to the team through HCS online (the Hockey Canada Registration Program) may 
participate in team practices and games. 

Coaches 

 Coaches are officials of this Association and represent the Executive as well as the Association.  

 Coaches are "appointed" by the Executive and this appointment can be withdrawn at any time. 

 Coaches as well as team officials will assist the arena staff whenever called upon as it relates to any 
situation involving a MMHA team, player, official or parent. 
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 Coaches will keep their Coordinators informed of all game information and supply her/him league and 
playoff schedules as well as results. 

 Coaches and other team officials must familiarize themselves with Hockey Canada, SASK Hockey, and 
MMHA rules and regulations. 

There is no excuse for not knowing the rules of play or conduct for coaches, team officials, players and parents 
under their charge. Once the team has been selected the Coach should call a team meeting at the start of the 
season. Introduce yourself to the parents and players. Go over the applicable Hockey Canada, SASK Hockey, SMHA, 
and MMHA rules that you will most likely run into during the season. Coaches of this Association will endeavor to: 

 Treat his/her players, opposing players, coaches, referees, parents, minor hockey administrators with 
respect and dignity. 

 Learn fundamental skills, teaching evaluation techniques, strategies and tactics of hockey. 

 Become thoroughly familiar with the rules of hockey. 

 Become familiar with the goals and objectives of MMHA and strive to communicate them to her/his 
players and parents. 

 Uphold the authority of the game officials and will assist them to conduct fair and impartial competitive 
contests. 

 Learn the strengths and weaknesses of his players and conduct practices and game, strategies, tactics to 
improve their weaknesses and maximize their strengths. 

 Conduct practices and games so that every player has the opportunity to improve his/her individual skills. 

 Communicate with parents and players the rules and responsibilities of the players and parents. 

 Communicate and inform the team of The MMHA of the rules and responsibilities. Report any 
irregularities or violations where some form of punishment is required, 

 Ensure that all players wear protective equipment required by Hockey Canada, SASK Hockey, and MMHA 
to ensure the physical well-being of every player of this association. 

Coaches will be: 

 Reasonable in your demand on your players’ time, energy, and enthusiasm. Remember they are children 
who have other interests and school. 

 Teaching your players that the rules of the game are mutual agreements which no one should break or 
evade. 

 Remembering children play for fun and enjoyment. The coach should foster an environment that provides 
this type of atmosphere. 

 Use good management practice which dictates that you never ridicule or criticize a player or parent in 
front of their peers. 

 Remember that the length and complexity of drills should be governed by the age, skill and maturity of 
the players. 

 Develop respect by the players for their opposition and game officials. 

 Ensure you obtain the advice of a physician to determine when an injured player should return to practice 
and play. 
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Children need a Coach they can respect, remember to be generous with your praise when it is deserved. As a 
coach, keep informed about coaching principles and principals of growth in children and help them grow mentally 
and physically. 

Assistant Coaches 

Assistant Coaches may be appointed by the Team Head Coach and this appointment can be removed at any time. 
All assistant coaches must be approved by the Executive. 

Team Manager 

This is one of the most important positions on the team. During the course of the season a Team Manager will be 
applying for tournaments, organizing fundraising, getting exhibition games, game numbers and permissions slips. 
You will be dealing with parents, Coaches, Division Managers, League Managers and other Team Managers. 
Remember all these people just like you are volunteers so treat them as you would have them treat you. Managing 
a team can be a time consuming effort but very rewarding. 

The team manager will: 

 Organize team meetings. This will give the parents and the Coaches a chance to meet and talk. Some 
teams will hold this meeting at the arena, others will plan an evening at someone's home away from 
distractions. 

 Prepare an agenda in which items such as team rules should be discussed. The parents should have input 
into the rules. 

 Work with the Team Parents and assign tasks as required 

 Prepare a Team roster with the parents and players full names and addresses. A copy of this list should be 
supplied to all team members. 

 In concert with the Team Parents open a team bank account which shall be used to pay all outstanding 
team bills. Prepare monthly statements for the player's parents. 

 It is recommended that the Manager/Team Treasurer prepare a budget based on the results of the 
meeting and what the team wishes to accomplish for the season.  

 Oversee fundraising ventures. 

 Liaise immediately with your Division Manager and determine what she/he needs for the season and 
what you can do to make both positions jobs easier. 

 Tournaments are an issue which should be addressed immediately as they fill up fast. You should have 
some knowledge of available tournaments prior to the parents meeting to determine which ones the 
team may be interested in attending. It is the Team Managers job to secure these tournaments. In an 
effort to preserve the affordability of the sport and recognizing that many families may have multiple 
children involved in activities, the number of tournaments should be reasonable and supported by a 
majority vote at the team meeting.  

 Ensure that all parents are trained in the proper completion of score sheets and the operation of the 
various score clocks. 
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There are various team duties which must be done throughout the season and it is the responsibility of the Team 
Manager to delegate these duties to the parents on the team. A schedule should be prepared well in advance for 
Time keepers, Score keepers and 50/50 sales. 

On game day the Team Manager should: 

 Fill out the game report with the player’s full names and jersey numbers. 

 Ensure that there is no colour conflict between the team and if so arranged for conflict jerseys. 

 Arrange for a dressing room for the team and ensure a thorough check is made and any damage found is 
reported immediately to the arena attendant. 

 Arrange for time keeper and score keeper to be in place. 

 Secure the dressing room once all the players have gone on the ice. 

 Make the final check of the dressing room once the team has left to ensure there has been no damage 
done. 

The coach, treasurer and manager are to be from different households and unrelated to one another.  Any 
requests/proposals contrary to this shall be escalated to the division coordinator and heard by the board.  The 
boards’ decision will be considered final.   

HCSP (Hockey Canada Safety Person) 

Each team must have one designated person that has completed the HCSP training course. Specific responsibilities 
are identified in the course. These include maintaining player medical information, identifying and maintaining 
emergency procedures and contacts for the team must have Speakout. 

Tournament Committee Representative 

Each division hosts a tournament. Each team within the division shall supply a tournament committee person. The 
Tournament Committee is responsible for organizing participant teams. Organizing fund raising activities for the 
tournament, organizing time keeping and concession staff, organizing game schedules, maintaining the 
tournament standing board. 

Team Parents 

A very important job on the team which assists the Team Manager in ensuring the smooth operation of the team. 
The Team Parents will assist in all areas of fundraising, monitoring team funds, telephoning parents as required 
and providing assistance to the Team Manager where requested. 

Team Rules 

These should be determined at the first meeting of the year. These rules should be determined through input from 
Coaches, players and parents. Participation by all parties is mandatory if team rules are to be followed. Rules 
should be written out and handed to each family so they are aware of the team rules both on and off the ice. 
These rules are over and above Association rules and deal with items such as missing of practices, time at arena 
before games, talking to the coach, parent conduct, etc. 

Choosing Captains or Alternates 
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The choosing of captains and alternates may be done by the coaching staff bearing in mind that these players are 
the extensions of the coaching staff and that they should be familiar with the playing rules. The team players may 
wish to choose the Captain; in this case the alternates should be the coaches’ choice. Teams who have on ice 
officials on them would be wise to utilize these players as the alternates. Use of captains and alternates is not 
mandatory and is at the discretion of the coaches. 

Player’s Parents Meeting 

Each team should have a parent's meeting as soon as possible once the team has been formed. This meeting may 
be held in a dressing room or other room acceptable to all parents. They shall not be held in bars. Team 
management are encouraged to hold at least one meeting per month of the playing season to update parents on 
what is occurring and going over the financial statement of the team. 

The team meeting should be short and to the point but you should definitely emphasize its importance. This will 
help to ensure a smooth season of sports and fun. A clear understanding of the Coaches philosophy and team rules 
makes the season less hectic. Sufficient notice will be given to all parents to ensure maximum attendance. Have 
the parents introduce themselves and name their son/daughter so that all parents get to know each other and 
associate them to the players. 

Explain what you expect from the players and parents as members of the team. Inform them about practice times, 
requirements to be there, notification of coaching staff if players cannot make games or practices. Team 
management will have ballot votes on the following with a 75% majority required. Due to various parents ability to 
pay and to avoid embarrassment secret ballots should be conducted for:  

 Number of tournaments the team will participate in. 

 Purchase of extra practice times. 

 Whether the team wishes to fundraise or pay the monies required in the form of monthly fees. 

Ask about special concerns such as medical problems and the unavailability of players who will be on vacation or 
planning special trips. Describe the team’s medical equipment and emergency procedures. A good time to learn if 
any parent has a medical background which will be useful in a practice or game. 

Coach should go over his/her feelings about sportsmanship and the behavior that is expected from the players 
during the season win or lose. Emphasize the conduct that will not be tolerated. 

Direct special comments to the parents and emphasize the parental behavior you expect from them for being part 
of the team and this association. 

Explain how the Coaches, Team Manager and Team Parent can be reached by phone, if there are any problems or 
concerns. Rules governing calling Coaches after a game, i.e. 24 hour rule. 

Recruit parents for assistant coaches, stat takers, tournament coordinators managers, team parent and other jobs 
that are required to keep the team functioning. 

Provide handouts of team and Association policies. 
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12.0 OFFICIAL'S POLICY 

 Officials should arrive at the arena a minimum of 15 minutes before a house game, 30 minutes before a 
competitive game. 

 Wear proper attire at all games, sweatpants and athletic pants are not acceptable attire. 

 Should be on the ice at the commencement of the ice slot.  

 While the players are in their warmup, the officials should review the game sheet, introduce themselves 
to the coaching staff of both teams and to their minor (off-ice) officials, confirm time limitations and 
whether there will be running or stop time. 

 Enforce the rules of the game as set by the SHA, and the governing league in a fair and consistent manner. 

 Show proper respect toward players, coaches and fans. Show interest and enthusiasm in the game. In 
doing so, you will gain the respect of players, coaches and fans. 

 Report all major misconduct, gross or match penalties to the Association and/or SHA in a manner 
prescribed by the Referee in Chief. 

 Never use profane language while on the ice surface or in an area visible to fans, players or coaches. 

 Never remove officiating equipment while on the ice. 

 Assist players in understanding the rules of hockey. This is especially important in the lower divisions. 

 Promptly advise the Referee Coordinator if you will be unable to attend a game, maintain a list of officials 
that you can call on short notice if you are unable to attend. 

 Be a "student" of the game. Know the rule book and how to apply the rules. 

13.0 CODE OF CONDUCT 

General 

The Association is committed to ensuring that all members conduct themselves in a manner consistent with the 
mission and values of the Association. It is the intention of this code to promote positive behavior and respect for 
all participants within the MMHA. 

Code of Conduct 

The Code of Conduct for all members of MMHA, including players, coaches, managers, parents and members of 
the executive is set out in the applicable Code of Conduct. 

At the beginning of the hockey season, copies of the CODE OF CONDUCT for Parents, Players and Team Officials 
shall be reviewed and received be each member of the team. The team manager is expected to have each player, 
coach and family sign off on the respective code of conduct. These records shall be kept for the duration of the 
season by the team official and those records may be requested for review by the Executive for the purposes of 
discipline or investigation of complaints.  

Members who are found to have violated the Code of Conduct, bylaws or policies of MMHA applicable to them 
may be subject to sanctions following a hearing before a panel appointed by the Executive.  
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Sanctions imposed may include: 

 Verbal warning 

 Written warning 

 Suspension for a number of games or weeks 

 Expulsion, or 

 A combination of the above 

 Performance Bond 

Informal Mediation 

Many issues related to conduct are most appropriately dealt with informally, between the parties. The Association 
can assist by appointing a mediator to facilitate the informal resolution of a complaint. 

Team and Player Discipline 

Coaches are responsible for the discipline and deportment of the players on their team. A Coach may suspend a 
player for one game for a violation of team rules. When a player is assessed a Gross Misconduct or Match Penalty, 
the automatic minimum suspensions set out by the SHA in the most recent memo “Suspension Guidelines”, will be 
applied. 

Concerns and complaints 

Concerns should be raised firstly at the team level in the spirit of open and honest communication. If not resolved 
the concern may be brought to the attention of the division coordinator and ultimately the MMHA Executive if and 
when necessary. Many concerns and issues can be resolved at the team level without the need for additional input 
from outside parties.  

Formal Complaints 

The Executive shall appoint a Conduct Committee, consisting of three members of the Executive to oversee the 
conduct of members of the Association. The President or his designate shall determine whether the Formal 
Complaint process should be initiated. 

When the conduct of a member of the Association results in a formal complaint, the following procedure applies: 

 A formal complaint may be made by any person with knowledge of the incident. 

 The complaint shall be in writing, addressed to the Conduct Committee, and signed by the person or 
persons making the complaint. 

 The complaint will include the names of any witnesses to the conduct complained of. 

When a formal complaint is received by the Association, the following procedure applies: 

 The Conduct Committee will appoint a Panel, consisting of at least one member of the Conduct 
Committee and at least one member of the Association who is not a member of the current Executive. 
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The members of the Panel shall be chosen to ensure they have no interest, personal or otherwise, in the 
outcome of the decision. 

 The Panel will ensure the member knows the case to be met, by providing the member, at a minimum, 
with a copy of the written complaint and the names of any witnesses to the conduct complained of. 

 The Panel will set a date for a hearing, which shall be no later than ten days after the receipt of the 
written complaint. 

 The member whose conduct is the subject of the complaint will be given an opportunity to present his or 
her case at the hearing. 

 The Panel shall provide a decision in writing to the member and to the Executive no later than seven days 
after the hearing. If the members of the Panel are unable to agree on their decision, they shall provide 
separate decisions and the majority decision will have effect. 

Conduct/Discipline Committee 

The Committee shall be comprised of no fewer than 3 members of the Executive board. The members of this 
Committee shall be the President, Vice President and Secretary. The Past-President shall also serve on the 
Discipline Committee when that position is occupied. This Committee will hear the details of the code of conduct 
breach or complaint and will carry out interviews and actions as set out in the “Code of Conduct” section of these 
bylaws. 

Review of Decisions 

Should the member whose conduct was the subject of the complaint, or the person making the complaint, wish to 
have the Panel’s decision reviewed, and the following procedure will be followed: 

 A written request for review shall be delivered to the President of the Association. 

 The request for review shall specify the basis on which the Panel’s decision is believed to be incorrect. 

 The request for review shall be accompanied by a $100 review fee. 

 The President shall place the matter on the agenda of the next regularly scheduled meeting of the 
Executive. 

 This doesn’t stop the President from convening an urgent meeting of the Executive, should he consider it 
advisable. The President may suspend the effect of any sanction imposed by the Panel, pending the 
review; the original written complaint, the Panel’s written decision and the request for review shall be 
attached to the agenda. 

 The Executive shall provide up to thirty minutes of meeting time for the person who requested the review 
to present his or her case. 

 The Executive shall give its decision by motion. A simple majority of the Executive members present shall 
be sufficient. 

 The decision of the Executive shall be final and binding on all parties. 

If the decision of the executive results in the overturning of the Panel’s decision or in the imposition of a lesser 
sanction than that imposed by the Panel, the $100 review fee will be refunded. 
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Conduct of Members of the Executive 

When the conduct of a member of the Executive is subject to a formal complaint, he or she shall step down from 
the Executive until the complaint is resolved. 

Alcohol and Illegal Drug Use  

Definitions  

1. Deemed: shall mean; to have as an opinion; to judge, to decide:  

2. Individual in Authority: shall mean; a coach, trainer, manager or registered team official appointed by the 
Corporation  

Policy  

No person, regardless of age, who is a member of the MMHA shall attempt to play, coach, or otherwise participate 
in any on or off ice team activity held under the sanction of the MMHA if that person has consumed alcohol and/or 
drugs immediately prior to the activity, is under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, or is deemed to be under 
the influence of alcohol and/or drugs immediately prior to or during the on or off ice activity by any individual(s) in 
authority (i.e. alcohol consumption is not allowed on any MMHA team buses). For the purpose of this policy, if 
prescription drugs alter or affect the judgment and or performance of any such participant, so that participant may 
harm or have a negative impact towards the activity or function, that participant may not participate in such 
activities.  

Penalties  

Any person who has or is deemed to have contravened this policy shall be suspended indefinitely from any activity 
(with immediate notification being provided to the parents/guardians in the case of a minor) and shall be required 
to leave the premises forthwith, except in the case of a minor who shall be provided adult supervision until such 
time as they are picked up by their parents (guardians) or another resolution is reached which is satisfactory to the 
individual in authority. 

First Offence  

a. Appear before the Disciplinary Committee  

b. The typical consequence for a first offence is Two (2) game suspension  

Second Offence  

a. Appear before the Disciplinary Committee  

b. The typical consequence for a second offence is minimum Two (6) game suspension  

Subsequent Offenses 

a. Appear before the Discipline Committee 

b. Indefinite suspension 
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Social Networking  

Definitions  

Social networking is defined as using the Internet to send messages, videos, images, writing blog entries, Facebook, 
Instagram etc.  

Social networks focus on building communities online with others of similar interests; MMHA understands and 
appreciates the importance of social networking as it relates to the personal lives of its members and may utilize 
social platforms from time to time.  

Guidelines 

1. Failure to follow the guidelines herein may result in disciplinary action from the MMHA Discipline Committee. 

2. Members should not make statements that are demeaning to MMHA volunteers, its programs, on-ice or off-
ice officials, players, members, coaches, sponsors or any other persons associated with MMHA. 

3. Members should not communicate confidential information that may include medical history (injuries or 
other), family situations, game plans or strategies and any other information that is deemed confidential. 

4. Members should not share photos, videos or comments that promote negative influences or criminal 
behavior, including but not limited to: physical violence, drug use, alcohol abuse, public intoxication, etc. 
(Example, posting a fight online would be considered inappropriate). 

5. Members should not post inappropriate, derogatory, racist or sexist comments of any kind that contradict the 
policies outlined by the MMHA and SHA. 

6. Members should be advised that MMHA owns and maintains all legal rights to its email and network, and any 
email passing through these systems is owned by MMHA. Keep in mind emails may be backed up, otherwise 
copied, retained, or used for legal, disciplinary, or other reasons and it may be subject to use for purposes not 
anticipated by the sender. Any email sent to or from certain public or governmental entities may be 
considered public record. Do not expect privacy when using a corporate network and corporations have the 
right to monitor any and all use of their computer network. 

CELLULAR PHONES 

It is expected and acknowledged that as a means of safety and convenience that parents, coaches and players may 
carry cellular phones. For the safety and protection of the players that cellular phones/smart phones be banned 
from use in the dressing room. 

Where appropriate a player or parent may choose to utilize (1) cellular/smart phone for the sole purpose of 
playing music in the dressing room. This use is at the sole discretion of the Head Coach and is expected to be 
monitored by same. 

Code of Conduct – Coach 

The athlete/coach relationship is a privileged one. Coaches play a critical role in the personal as well as athletic 
development of their athletes. They must understand and respect the inherent power imbalance that exists in this 
relationship and must be extremely careful not to abuse it. Coaches must also recognize that they arc conduits 
through which the values and goals of a sport organization are channeled. Thus how an athlete regards his/her 
sport is often dependent on the behavior of the coach. The following Code of Conduct has been developed to aid 
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coaches in achieving a level of behavior which will aid their athletes in becoming well-rounded, self-confident and 
productive human beings. 

Although this code is directed toward coaching conduct it equally applies to other members of the "Team 
Leadership" such as assistant coaches and managers. It is assumed that these people act in cooperation with one 
another to construct a suitable environment for the athlete. 

Coaches have the responsibility to: 

 Treat everyone fairly within the context of their activity, regardless of gender, place of origin, color, or 
economic status. 

 Be reasonable, remembering that players have other interests and obligations. 

 Teach players to play fairly and to respect the rules, officials and opponents. 

 Remember that participants need a coach they can respect. Set a good example. 

 Ensure that each team member gets equal instruction, support time, and a fair and honest chance to play. 

 Ensure that equipment and facilities are safe. 

 Direct comments or criticism at the performance rather than the athlete. Do not ridicule or yell at a player 
for making mistakes or for performing poorly. Give positive comments that motivate and encourage 
continued effort. Remember players play to have fun and must be encouraged to have confidence in 
themselves. 

 Consistently display high personal standards and project a favorable image of the sport and coaching. 

 Refrain from public criticism of fellow coaches, athletes, officials and volunteers. 

 Respect the officials' decisions and encourage participants to do the same. 

 Refrain from use of profane, insulting, harassing or otherwise offensive language in the conduct of his/her 
duties. Ensure that the activity being undertaken is suitable for the age, experience, ability and fitness. 

 Ensure the activity being undertaken is suitable for the age, experience, ability and fitness level of the 
athletes and educate athletes as to their responsibilities in contributing to a safe environment. 

 Treat opponents and officials with due respect, both in victory and defect and encourage athletes to act 
accordingly. Show respect for the teams' opponents, because without them there would be no game. 

 Actively encourage athletes to uphold the rules of their sport and the spirit of such rules. 

 Foster regular and effective communications with the parent. 

 Be a certified coach with the C.A.H.A national coaching program before applying for a coaching position 
with MMHA or be committed to obtaining the appropriate certifications within the prescribed 
timeframe.* 

 Notify a MMHA Executive member if an incident where a player displays an extreme attitude or behavior 
occurs. 

 Remember that it is a privilege not a right, to be a coach.  

 Endeavor to ensure a safe and enjoyable environment for all players involved. 

*By accepting the coaching position you are acknowledging that failure to obtain the appropriate coaching 
certifications as set out by Hockey Canada, Saskatchewan Hockey Association and/or Martensville Minor 
Hockey Association will result in fines being imposed on the offending coach and those fines are to be paid 
without delay as advised by the Secretary of MMHA. 
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Code of Conduct - Player 

In personal development, as well as athletic development, the athlete himself/herself plays a critical role. They 
must understand and respect their- relationship and the commitment that is required as a member of a team. The 
athlete must also recognize that to achieve complete success, they should understand both the values and goals of 
the MMHA. Thus, how an athlete regards his/her sport is often dependent upon their level of behavior and ability 
to fit into team concepts. The following Code of Conduct has been developed to aid the athlete in achieving a level 
of behavior which will allow the athlete to become a well-rounded, self-confident and productive human being. 

Players have the responsibility to: 

 Treat everyone fairly within the context of their activity, regardless of gender, place or origin, color or 
economic status. 

 Remember that coaches and officials are there to help. Accept their decisions and show them respect. 

 Consistently display high personal standards and project a favorable image of the sport. 

 Be on time for practices and games. 

 Refrain from public criticism of athletes, coaches or officials. 

 Be a true team player. 

 Control temper –fighting and “mouthing off” can spoil the activity for everybody. 

 Refrain from use of profane, insulting, harassing or otherwise offensive language. 

 Uphold the rules of the sport, the spirit of such rules and encourage other athletes to do the same. 

 Treat coaches, teammates, parents, opponents, and officials with due respect both in victory and defeat. 
Encourage other athletes to act accordingly. 

 Never argue with an officials' decisions. 

 Remember that winning isn't everything -that having fun, improving skills, making friends and doing your 
best are also important. Win with character, lose with dignity! 

Code of Conduct - Parent/Spectator  

Parents and spectators have the responsibility to: 

 Remember that participants play hockey for their own enjoyment. 

 Not have unrealistic expectations. Remember that players are not professionals and cannot be judged by 
professional standards. 

 Not ridicule a player for making a mistake during a game. Give positive comments that motivate and 
encourage continued effort. 

 Respect the officials' decisions and encourage participants to do the same. Yelling at officials is never 
acceptable. 

 Condemn the use of violence in any form. Share concerns in an appropriate manner with coaches and 
league officials. 

 Show respect for the teams' opponents, because without them there would be no game. 
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 Actively encourage athletes to uphold the rules of their sport and the spirit of such rules. 

 Respect the coach's decisions and encourage open communications with them. 

 Refrain from nubile criticism of athletes, coaches, officials or other spectators. 

 Refrain from the use of profane or insulting language.  

 Harassing players, coaches, officials or MMHA volunteers other spectators may result in disciplinary 
action. 

 Ensure players are on time for all practices and games. Give coaches ample warning if a player will miss a 
practice or game. 

Executive Code of Conduct 

The role of MMHA is to allow for and encourage the development of hockey players at the highest level of 
competition and the caliber most suited to the individual hockey player’s needs, abilities and desires. 

Also, to instill In our players certain ideals to play fairly under all circumstances and conditions, to give opponents a 
fair chance, to win modestly and receive defeat with a smile; to give credit to the team that wins and not to 
question the referee' s decisions. 

And also to develop hockey skills in an atmosphere of good sportsmanship and fair play. 

Executive members have the responsibility to: 

 Administer the operation of hockey In Martensville. 

 Do our best to see that all players are given the chance to participate, regardless of gender, ability, place 
of origin, color or economic status. 

 Foster, promote and supervise hockey within the jurisdiction of MMHA. 

 To provide opportunities to develop life skills through hockey experience. 

 Endeavor to ensure that all equipment and facilities are safe and match the athletes' ages and abilities. 

 Make sure that the age and maturing level of the participants are considered in program development, 
rule enforcement and scheduling. 

 Remember that play is done for its own sake and make sure that winning is kept in proper perspective. 

 Distribute fair play codes to coaches, athletes and parents. 

 To investigate all complaints received from coaches, parents or concerned parties and take appropriate 
action.  

 Make sure that coaches and officials are capable of promoting fair play as well as the development of 
good technical skills and ensure they have, or will obtain, the appropriate certification. 


